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HYGIENE TALK RETURNING STUDENT
DIAMOND AND GRID
BY DR.SWAN
SCHEDULES FOR 1927
TELLS OF LIFE AT
ARE ANNOUNCED
GERMAN UNIVERSITY
Will Lecture on

BANANAS MAKES
SOCIAL CALL
M -

NI

Jan. 17 and 18
ALL PRACTICE WILL
Dr. Eugene L. Swan of Brooklyn. N.Y.
START SOON
will deliver lectures on hygiene, January'
...oncs and one open date appear j 17 and 18, in Alumni Hall.
The schedule will be:
An stuMomlay, Jan. 17 9:20
dents, in the gynmasitun
2:30 P.M. Women students, in the
chapel
Tuesday, Jan. 18 9:20 A.M. Men students, in the chapel
2:00 P.M. Conferences, in the M.C.A.
building
Dr. Swan's lectures will be similar to
those which were delivered by Dr. Barker
last year. The Doctor is a personal friend
of President Boardman who endorses
these scheduled hygiene lectures as good
and perhaps better than those delivered
last year. All students who heard Dr.
Barker speak know from this that there
are several inspiring lectures in store for
them.
Dr. Swan is speaking at a number of
eastern universities this year and from
reports "speaks from the shoulder" and
presents facts and does not preach. -you
should be good children and keep yourFort Williams, Rhode Island State, self fit just because you oudit to."
Bondoin and New Hampshire come to
(Iron, next fall, while Connecticut
Aggies, Bates and Colby are met on foreign fields. The date of the New !lampshire game is not yet settled, there being
some possibility that it will be staged here
on Armistice Day rather than on the next
- (lay. Saturday, November 12.
Maine football schedon the ' ,,iersty of
by Faculty Manannounce(!
ule i•,1- i27,
No team has
Kent.
C.
1iiainin
ager
October 13
the
fill
to
secured
Iscil
vet
date, ,„,pied in 1926 by Middlebury.
m the dropping of Middlebury.
Aside
ni chart appears in the schedule from
that of 1926.
Thrre Lames with members of the New
England r onierence and the usual state
Series games with Bates, Colby, and Bowfl ell as the opening skirmish with
the F rt Williams soldiers, comprise the
schedul••. 1)ue to a recent decision of the
university authorities, the first game of
the v ear. %%jib Fort Williams, comes four
days bei.•re the official opening of college.
Raw set for September 27. This will result in the Brice-coached team entering
the first game with little preliminary practice, due to the Conference rule limiting
pre-sea—n practice to ten days before the
opening of college.

BASKETBALL GAMES
TO BE PLAYED IN
INDOOR FIELD SOON

The schedule as it now stands is as fol-

NEW COURT WILL PERMIT
LARGER CROWD

Sept. 24 Fort Williams at Orono
Interest in basketball at the L inversity
(rct. 1 Rhode Island State at Orono
a big jump Saturday with the antook
uct.'S I. onnecticut Aggies at Storrs
nouncement by B. C. Kent, that a portOct. 13 Open
able playing floor is to In constructed in
(k-t. 22 Bates at Lewiston
the indoor field. Accommodations for
oct. 29 Colby at Waterville
, 2000 people will be provided.
N,:v. 3 Bowdoin at ()non()
Construction will start immediately and
is expected that the new floor will 11.
it
N•.v. 11 or 12 New Hampshire at
for the Rhode Island State game
ready
Orono
on January 21.
(Inc of the toughest schedules in reThe idea of a portable flow comes from
cent t.;trs faces the diamond crew of the the West, where the Conference teams
Lniver.ity. which will before many weeks enjoy its advantages for large crowds.
be starting its preliminary training for Its further advantage is more springiness
the spring. A total of 1(1 games, 11 of
than the ordinary floor. The floor at
%%Inch are aWay from home, have been Maine will be placed in the eastern end
arraneed by Faculty Manager B. C. Kent of the indoor field, where the baseball
for Fred Brice's men.
team practices during the late winter
Bark ard, Tufts, and Mass. Aggies are months before the snow leaves Alumni
new additions to the schedule, which opens Field.
While the new court will permit larger
%Oh the regular exhibition game with
ti iIli
t Waterville on Patriia's Day. crowds than ever to attend the varsity
its big drawing povv April l'f. and cli
uith the same team and freshman games,
when Maine enMarch
• ': the same Waterville field on May 28. cr will come in
of eastern
teams
school
high
the
tertains
fled °is Page Six)
and northern Maine and prep schools front
all over the state in the tourney- fi ir the
championship.
Each year has seen more people demanding admission and seats have been
at a premium in the cramped quarters of
NI
the gymnasium in Alumni I fall. "With
the placing of the new court in the indoor
field, there will be seats for eVery.olv.says Faculty Manager Kent. "I have already received requests friorn people iii
different sections rlf our territory fur
iittr-Stipis,ntiore basketball game blocks of seats for these gaines, and this
Ni utiflay night resulted in amither
shows the interest there is taken in these
•, • • r
the sophomores Playing their annual contests."
to.
team that w"n s" many.
As the varsity does not go into acti•in
vieli'd"
• m last year the srphomores
out until Jan. 21, the freshman and intrad the seniors both in team work and
mural contests will occupy the stage for
the next few (lays. Friday night will see
Ftla I Cummings
the plebes at odds with Ricker Classical
1929. had 18 goals
her ( Nrlit, vi ill, apkne
Iii
will bring the Green of
I)
Winslow. 1927, and Saturday
midst. The yearling Co(xt vvith 9. The
our
game was fast and well Hebron into
schedule Saturday
Plar(d,
their
open
will
MS
SI-1\1('Rs (21)
the lassies from Waterville
with
night
SOPI1()MORES 14(,)
the varsity six takes a jaunt
rafriieton,If
rf, Cummings High. while
Machias, where they will tangle with
rf
If, Robin s• in to
the Normal six.
C
c, Stalb•rd
The last 0f the week will see the Intrasc
sc, Scaves mural tilts off to a flying start. The teams
rg
lg, Ashworth arc divided into three leagues, North.
!Invd v,. ht
yet their relative
rg. Greenlaw Central and South and as
but there are lsaind
rg, Hawkes. merits are unknown,
battles that
I I a kes ; Scorer: Preble ; Ref. to be some hotly contested
\\
the final whistle
1-en1fYel; Umpire: will be anybody's until
"nd
blows.

SOPHOMORES
BEAT SENIORS

Second Year Girls Outclass Opponents in
One-sided Game

11)

MOM.

No. 15
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Visit To Keepers Nearly
Caused Riot

FROSH QUINTET
BEAT BAR HARBOR
IN SNAPPY GAME
SUMMER RESORT LADS PUT UP
FINE BATTLE

SYSTEM MUCH DIFFERENT
FROM AMERICAN

Last Tuesday evening, Bananas decided he would like to make a visit to his
keepers. Tired of trying to put in his
--- •
German fraternities, with their R(iman long winter sleep he came into the house
MILLINGTON STARS
names and ultra exclusiveness, engage in for a little warmth from the stove and
duels instead of baseball, says Frederick a little companionship from the dog. howLumley, who has recently returned from ever, his visit was short lived and now
the University of Munich, in the Ohio poor Bananas is back in his winter quarters.
State Lantern.
When a knock was heard at the door
Mr. I.umley was present at a -HesIn. albs opened their hoop season last
timmungsmensur," or determining duel. Mrs. Jenkins hastened to open it and who
night, vvlicti they took the fast
Friday
It is fought by "foxes," as the Germans should come waddling in but Bananas.
Harbor quintet into camp, 34-29.
Bar
call initiates, of two opposing "corps" : Mr. Jenkins who had been in the kitchen
The game was scrappier than the couttt
(fraternities). Until the "fox" has came back just in time to see the animal would indicate as the Summer Resorters
proven his courage in this way he is not come in. He made a wild grab for the
put a much better aggregatiott on the
initiated. More serious duels, "affairs dog, who was snoozing under the stove,
floor than was expected. The contest was
of honor," often result in serious injurs. and rushed into the next room locking the
fairly even during the first stanza, but
The German "corps" need not wom dog there until their visitor had taken
once the Blue passers got functioning they
about complying with fire regulation fair his departure. Seeing the dog disappear drew away to a comfortable lead, and
third floor dormitories at the fraternity poor Bananas lay down by the stove and towards the last, the lads from the seahouse. No one, except the "'twister" of proceeded to enjoy the comforts of htt shore tried to hole in front all over the
the house and his wife sleep there. The , man habitation. But the house was no court.
students use the house to eat, play. and place for a big bothersome person like
Kenyon has a snappy outfit, and with a
our mascot. So Jenkins got the collar,
to give dances and beer parties.
little more practice and another hour un"Co-eds? Yes, Munich has them. But ( which the bear had slipped off its head) der fire, they should come through in
one would not recognize them as the satin- and Mrs. Jenkins put it back on. The good shape. NI illington, former Toledo
we see on the American campus. Tiler procession then led back to the liar Scott High hoopman, was easily the outare real students, and, if p•ssible. es en house." Upon reaching the veranda Ba- standing luminary of Friday's fracas,
more earliest than the men who attend nanas protested vigorousB because he making his debut to the tune of fifteen
German universities. But they are hor- knew what his keepers were planning to points. Limey Abbot, the blond basketeer
ribly frumpy. Yes. I liked the German do. Consequently he started for the near from Hebron, was very much in evidence
est tree but the plumber beat him to it
boys, but not the girls.around the minus end of the court, pick"'Inscription,' as they call registra- and scared him away to his lodge. where ing the pellet off the board after every
tion, is much simpler than all this," and he was tied so that no more trouble has enemy miss and started it down the floor.
Frederick Lumley nodded towards the ! been had since.
FA Kent, who held down the other forIt is a well known fact that bears in
last-minute lines of students waiting t••
ward berth, came through with nine
f Continued on Page Six)
pay their fees at the Administration
counters, two of them being cagey caroms
SI
Building. "All we did was merely to
from a nasty angle. Levensaller, the
to
paper
of
piece
a
on
sign some data
scrappy little starboard sentinel, played a
designate the scat we wanted in the leewhale of a game until he had the misfortuie room,- he explained. "First come
tune to be called out on fouls. His troubwere first served."
les were taken over by Small who in turn
Any time between the beginning of the
was yanked so the hoards might be graced
semester and a month after that the stuby the one and only Zak Zakarian. Dow,
dent can drop any course in which
the bespectacled pivot, easily outjuntped
doesn't like the instructor. Fees dr ai't
his opponent most of the time and fitted
have to be paid until that time. Credit is
nicely into the passing scheme. Allen
given only for courses for which the fees
and Higgins showed up well for the coast
have been paid, although any student ma,
five and were a constant threat near the
visit any course three times without rt
goal.
ceiving credit for it.
Among the athletes working out with
The summary:
Like most European colleges, the stu- renewed effort after the Christmas holident is given much more respnisibility days are a large number of freshmen.
BAR IIARBOR
than in American colleges. One 'Tama' Performance in class relay and the
(, F TP
for this, Lumley believes, is the compar- pumpkin meet sh••w that the team which
atively advanced entrance age of the Ger- I will carry the 1930 banner in track next
Walls, r f
I 0 2
man college students and the itensity of Spring will be a very able one.
the high school training. When the lier
3 4 10
Atnimg the most promising iii the Harris, If
man student comes to college at about the sprints are Maxim, last year's captain at
30 6
age of nineteen he has completed use Lewiston High, Pickard, captain of Hunt- Higgins, e
preparaschool
high
thorough
of
years
ington SChfoorS fast relay outfit, and Bet- Allen, rg
5 1 11
(Om/lim(d on Page Sir)
enson from Chelsea ( Mass.) High School.
O 0 0
In the quarter mile, "Charlie" Hardy Carter, 1g
of last year's crack Hebron scimillaters, Weber, Ig
O 0 0
aill be aturnig the leaders.
(Continued on l'age Six)
Miller of Brewer High is perhaps the
hest bet in the middle distance runs, lie
is known for his ability as a half miler.
Richardson, who led the freshman cross
•-ountry pack last fall will be the biggest
bet in the utile. Richardson comes to us
M ' from Lee Academy and promises to be a
real star.
In the hurdles, Jones of Portland High
January 20. at 8 o'clock, there will be
a sure place winner. Jones is also a
is
letillustrated
presented at 30 Coburn an
jumper of no mean ability as is
high
his
on
Bangor,
of
Hunt
J.
II.
tore by Dr.
expedition to the Arctic regions with Rob- I Wescott of Hebron fame and "Chetnot
—
ert Peary in 1913-14. This lecture was I Moore of Wilton Academy. Wescott
the
jumps
among
best
is
high
but
only
!
years
several
Radio station WGBX, of the Univergiven before the Civil Club
to broad jumping. I asst sity of Maine,
!
broadcasts programs every
air'' and is reported as very interesting. when it crimes
had the misfirrome iii Wednesday evening for one hour, 7:30
Wescidt
Spring
memberClub
)uting
(
the
ends
The lecture
but he is back in the running to 8:30. The first number of the program
ship drive %%Ilia lasts from January 13 break his leg
and is going even better is the reading of a paper entitled "Sciyear
this
again
to 20. To become a member one may
before.
than
any
to
dollar
me
r
ence Service." Following this reading a
pay the )early dues of
Iii the pole vault we find a real star in ' fifteen minute talk on sonic Agricultural
member, or to Earle Blackstone, treasurer. .111 stwlents. faculty members. and !larding. also 1)1 liebron Academy. or Home Economics subject is given.
alumni of the University are eligible to 'larding has dime some remarkable After this number Dr. Turner, of the
membership. Meetings are held the Sec- jumping this fall, and will, in all prob- English Department, will give, during the
his good work thruout month of January, Travel Talks. The
111111 and fourth Thursdays of each month, ability, continue
spring
and
seasons of track. last number on the weekly program is a
winter
the
the
Building. At
at 7:30 in the
In the weights, "Judd" Files, last year's Technical Talk on some phase of Science
next meeting, January 1.3, plans for a hike I lebron captain, will no doubt, be the best
or Technology. Fifteen minutes of the
for the following week-end are to be dis- bet in both the shot and hammer. lie is program is given to the Public Speaking
the holder of all interscholastic shot-put Department the second 1Vednes4ay of
cussed.
,
records in the state and was recognized as every month. No music will be broadwill
men
of
party
It is expected that a
one
I
of the hest school boy shot putters in casted this year.
C.
0.
M.
the
at
night
spend Saturday
England, lie will have a close secNew
The broadcasting station is located on
SunCamp on Chemo Stream. and return
da, !walling. meeting a second. parts of ond in the weights in "Al" Winterbottom the top floor of Lord Hall, Professor
bidli milt and girls somewhere on the of last year's Edward Little High School Pollard being in charge of the programs
team.
given.
trail.

Kenyon Has Developed
Scrappy Team
—

FRESHMEN TRACK
MEN ARE SHOWING
GREAT ABILITY
1930 SQUAD STRENGTHENED BY
MANY FORMER PREP
SCHOOL STARS
—Ad—

LECTURE ON
ARCTIC TRIP

Dr. Hunt To Give Illustrated Talk on Peary
Expedition

WGBX IS ON
THE AIR

University Station To
Broadcast Every
Wednesday
Night

THE

MA i N E

CAMPUS

then the suggested system may divide the ism due to user-emphasis on "stars" are more for Ohio State or Minnesota, re-

spectively. Since, howeser, little chancv
founded.
stars and so lessen the curiosity of a
Dr. little Advocates Home crowd
to see any one game. If, on the
4. "There will be less opportunity for exists for social contacts between stu
and. since it is probably a good ex
And Home Football other hand, it is support of the institu- the exchange of courtesies between dents
perience for a team to play in
Well

Published Thursday s during ti.t college
Si
Year by the students ot the University
Maine

tion and friendly rivalry between the two
universities that are the sources of inPresident C. C. Little in
there will be more general and
terest
Alumnus)
Michigan
The
more even support.
In advocating the plan of simultaneous
Elliott W. Copeland '2;
r
NIrnaglog Etlit,
3. "Receipts will fall off." This will
Associate Editor . ..... .....Maty A. McGuire '2ri home and home games for conference
be true for any one game, but the comfootball teams I realize that the first imDepartment Editors
bined attendance for the two games is
A. Swickert '28 pression will be unfavorable. I hope,
ofia
\ra.
'27
Muzzy
A.
Bessie
certain to be greater than for one
almost
er,
or
1W
N,,r•
Matthew Williams '28 howeier, that all friends of intercollegiMCI1)
•
,pr (s
Adams
B
Amy
criticisms of over-commercialunless
the
er r
ate football will give it fair and unbiased
Dorothy Si. Steward '41
Engel '27 thought and criticism.
M.
Irene
11.4-cIll. CS
The following plan suggested to the
Susumu Department
confertmce
by a group of conference UniChapman
11
,er...-.......Stuart
Business Manak
Swift 2+
Ash. Basilic-SS Manager...Oil/die T.
versity presidents last year has upon mature consideration seemed to Sonic of US
Reporters
'V, to provide a definite test as to the motives
Lane
E.
Annette
'2ri,
rrig
t
Hope E.
Hopkins
Mary L. Mrlioney '29, Gerald
intercollegiate
underlying present-day
Margatet Stanley '19, Arlene Bobbins '29.
-----tootball games and also to provide an anCub Reporters
swer to many of the objections against the •
Edvirtd C. Fer von 311, Stephen It. Colby
1•Ingdon .resent system.
'JO,
Miller
J.
K.
30.
Flynt
Holton
liart.ey
In spite of a general feeling that there
csansiss
Subscriptions, $1.00 per year
has been over-emphasis of the individual.
Enteied as second class matter at the post. commercialization of ideals, and considerAire, U1Callo, Manic
Printed by the University Press, th,mo, able time wasted by non-participants as
Maine.
a result of the present type of intercollegiate football games, little if any-thing
has been done to meet the objections and
Walkers
Road
to remove the causes of trouble. Certain
Suggestions have conic from the addestructive criticism and restrictive reministration and from students relative forms have been suggested and have failed
to spreading the gospel of walking on tlw to arouse any enthusiasm. The present
left side of the road instead tii the right plan extends football and attempts to use
intelligently its gotid points.
side— if pedestrians must walk on the more
plan is shown by the following
The
road instead of the sidewalk.
example. (hi the same day that MichiThe road is the best place to walk since gan plass :Minnesota at Alm Arbor the
it is 11110re frequently traiersed by slum-- same two universities will also play a
plows than the silewalks. 1 lowever, the game at Minneapolis or when Michigan
plays nno at Columbus the same two.
snow plows di. not open a space much
Universities would play at Ann Arbor.
wider than that required for the passing Both games will count towards tlw conof two automobiles, and if a perstin is ierence championship. The same methisl
walking on the left side at a place is here will be followed by each conference coltwo automobiles are about to pas, lie has lege at every conference game—a simultaneous home and home exchange.
a better chalice of escaping witil an in The bearing of this metlux1 on certact frame than if he were walking on tain criticisms of present-day custom is "
the right side of the road.
as follows:
—NI
1. The number of players participat- ,
ing will be doubled since the personnel of .
Mainiac to Lose Ball and Chain
Aut.:lawn shunid be called to the 10.tal- two teams with substitutes will necessarily
be twice as great as for one team. This
ty of the former editors and staff memfolliiws especially when one realizes that
bers of the Mainiac. These alumni were the games are in different places thereby
informed of the plight into which the pub- making- more substitutes necessary. This
lication had drifted. Requests for finan- means a lessening of emphasis tin the incial aid were sent to them and most of dividual and more nearly a realization oii
them have responded with generous some of the character-building advantages
of "athletics for all"—a doctrine much
checks and encouraging letters.
preached but little practiced.
Recent graduates are usually not too
2. Development of two ctiaches at each
overburdened with money and every taw University. Because two teams in comwho has tried to collect alumni dues petition at different places cannot be
coached during the contests by the same
knows that it is a task. Taking this into
man there will be in addition to the head
Illay lx' justly proud
account, the Aldin
coach at least one assistant being deof its alumni.
veloped steadily and successfully. This
Doctun Janzen, itmi ulhan has fallen should help to do away with an over-emphasis on the individual coach.
must of the work of retrieving the 3/ain3. Economy for students. Because
iac's honor, believes that ii the alumni there will be a Varsity home game every
support continues, the Manua,- 11:111{3.' is Saturday afternoon great student migrations with resulting expense and waste of
patronized, and Kappa t •i1111111:1 l'hi gi‘es
time will be unnecessary. Saturday mornuntil it hurts, the greater part, and per- ings will be utilizable for class work in
haps the whole. of the debt will be paid a way not now possible during part of
the football season.
by next June.
4. Relief of seating situation. Be_
cause there will be little need of acctini
Monday After Spring Vacation a nuslating out-of-town invasions two rt.
stilts will be obtained:
Holiday
(a) Many more local alumni and cit
In an editorial in this column Lot
liens will be able to get seats.
tinder the title, "A Das's Reprie‘e." ml
(b) Michigan alumni in Minnesota or
is as adsocated that the M.aulas after Iowa or elsewhere away from Aim Ar
spring sacation be made a holitlas. The bor will see their teams just twice as ite
summary of the editorial was as f•illows: fluently as at present.
5. Good of game itself. For the bet"So it seems that due to the falling of
ter consideration of the game on its merEaster day on Sunday. the disinclinatifin
its. and for the wider distribution of
of many to travel on that day, the spirit physical and mental
benefits dented from
of such a time, and the seeming lack of it and for its less emotional and more
vital principle to dictate a bloodless sum- nearly amateur establishment, a large
mons to an eight o'clock class on Mon- amount of less over-emphasized opportunity for play will be a great benefit.
day, that a little consideration for stu
Weakening of professional footdents, parents and Easter itself might ball as an
influence on college sport.
change that line to read, Easter Monday a There would be less chance of building
the great psramid of publicity on which
holiday."
And now the good news: Recently the the much announced college star becomes
a mark for enormous financial pressure
administration and the Board of Trustees
from professional teams.
have granted this holiday to take effect
Posstaus OBACTIONS
this year and to remain a htiiliil:i iii 101I. "Smaller conference schools cannot develop two teams." Unless ready lowing years.
made stars imported from preparators
st
Technology student a It.) li.ii t iii ii schools are relied upon it should be no
tained a daily average ti "It" .ir better more difficult to develop and to play two
may he excused from the timid esamina- teams against one ;mother than it is to
lion in that course, at the discretion of the play one team. More than two full
instructor. This action of the College of teams are taken to every game by all
con ference schools.
Technology was announced recentls
2. "Decreased interest." This depends
Dean Cloke and is to take effect this
uptin
the basis of our present interest. If
semester. One department, however, unit
rests upon the desire to see stars iii
derstands that this is not to take effect
until the spring semester.
action and to over-emphasi/e

an opp.nent's home environment this objection 1,
not very severe.

hands." This need not follow, but rather
two bands can be kept and the amount of
active interest in band music doubled
in each institution.
5. "Visiting students will not add to
spirit of game." This is true. The support at Ann Arbor will be more generally
for Michigan even than at present, while

6. "Increased
expenditures
i., r
coaches." This should not be excessis
for the two teams could be trained t..
gether, being separated only for gamy,.
at which time one coach could go with the

that at Columbus or Minneapolis will be

(Continued on Page Five)
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Frank Kanaly's track men arel Secretaries, place notices of your meetSTUDENT WINS toCoach
have a busy time for the remainder of ings in "the Campus box- in the hallway
college year, according to the schedof Alumni, or address them to the editor
HIGH HONOR the
1PES.I
ules given out last week by Faculty Manand place them in the University Post

ager Kent. The relay team gets into ac()thee
Merton S. Parsons, a sophomore ,•i the
tion on February 5 at the H.A.A. Games,
of
College
Agriculture,
year
last
was
what
"Now
when it meets N.Y U. and RU. in a oneA is earnestly):
17
pm were in my shoes?" highest ranking freshman in the College mile affair which gives promise of being
and has been named by Alpha Zeta, the a
black
shine."
hummer. The team will probably not
• :t
honorary agricultural fraternity, to have take part
degrees
in the Boston K. of C. or Amerhis name engraved upon the Alpha Zeta ican Legion
Games,
thoose
in
or
usually
_ cut s, hy the lantern?"
3
freshman scholarship trophy.
conducted by the Portland Legioolo, which
oru-t these Greek wi men 'n
copying
Any freshman registered for a regular have been abandoned this
winter.
four year course in agriculture is eligible
The inter-class meet comes on FebruAt all
for this honor. Last year it was awarded ary 11 ind 12. On Washington's Birthdealers
All vx per•v-, ow a and land,
satisfie(l; they to Ardron B. Lewis of the class of P)28. day, February 22, the Kanalymen compete
$235 up
•ople are never
lr 'r•sh.r
Buy give best service and
t•iiefft LW ht•I',
During the time that he was getting with Bates in a regular track meet in the
•hr e!ou Is to ha‘e a gold lin•• • .1._ II,travel
..1•14hrs;.• •Iir
longest wear.
the high rank. Parsons also was working Indoor Field. On the 25th. the interfraSJJJJJ lerresiente,1 on our
•1
ui V....
$1.00
Plain ends. per doz.
riogram
81µ7
101
,111,
.1..
Of
11
tar..
tya.61.
in the University Cattle Barns handling ternity meet is scheduled to be held.
1.20
Rubbercnds,wet doz.
Ave.,N.Y.
Filth
American
215
Co.,
Pencil
some cows on advanced registry work. The schedules for both indoor and ootoo
TRAVEL CLUB
STUDENTS
pa, I .got a hid .from five Ile remained at the University all sumMak..sof l'NIQI'F Throe Iea.i
,440 Broadway -liew`tork.
follows;
door
track
as
are
12 colors— $1.04.,per doz.
C..,:ored
Vol should I do?
mer working for the • Department of
INDOOR
TRACK
‘11)
for
dumbkopf,
)11. ••, you
Animal Husbandry. He is now handling
you to business collitch? a string of eight test cows which have to Feb. 5 B.A.A. Games at Boston
Feb. 11-12 Interclass
the highest bidder!
be milked three times a day, at five in
—Boston licanpot the morning, one at noon and eight at Feb. 22 Bates dual meet at Orono
Feb. 25 Inter-fraternity
night. He is planning on working his
OUTDOOR TRACK
. ..king at animals in the big way through college.
Specialist in Optometry
Apr. 30 New Hampshire at Durham
cau you tell the tiger from
GLASSES FITTED
May 7 Interscholastics at Orono
Eves EXAM IN ED
Maid—Shall 1 take this little rug out May 14 State Meet at Orono
LUNCH
UNIVERSITY
OVER
18 STATE Sr., BANGOR,
you see, it's like this: • and beat it?
rMay 21 New Englands (location undePhone 3785-W
Formerly with Otis Skinner Optical Co.
rikAr of raw meat and throw it
Man—That's no rug, that's my roomcided)
If he picks it up it's the mate's towel.—Brown Jug.
May 27 Nationals at New York
it up it's the tigress.
picks
: -he
—Northwestern Purple Parrot.

/ENUS
V PENCILS

•

du.
.1

•
•••_,

.• ruhhed the soap upon her back
L•,,ily splashed the water,—
-cc a woman bathe
•\ t
BABY DAUGHTER.
LITTLE
Ilk

What he didn't learn
at college

Mrs. Shovelhead, your arguyour husband last night was
amusing."
"\\Aisn't it though! And do pm know,
whun he threw that axe at me I thought

iiir:t

NI:or.hall: "And what station are yowl
t, o get, Hershel?"
(leaning over radio, of
Icr.hel
:"The Grand Central Station,
NI:or-hall. It is springtime, and I want
• • boar the trains leaving."—Phoenix.
"Where are your parents?"
4:irl. "I have none."
;It iii "Then where are your gaardiOirl : "I have none."
Dran: "Then where are your support-1
er•?''
(41: "Sir! You are forgetting your- --Nlother eincrion: room):"Why, Mabel,
•.:tt olown irinn that young man's knee."
Mabel : "No, I gm it here first."—Panther
Nice idol Lad): ''Si, you have a nice ,
li hail,ister. Jimmie?"
: "Yeah."
L.: "And did the .tork hring
"Nam, she develoopud iroom :ito
\,..00f:orol Chaparral.
• I uiig I &Is : "I lull° there. grandpa!
..h1 are you?"
• :tic! : "Eighty. dammit !"—Rice Owl.
• Porter: "Boy, you sho' has got a
•
"Focol nigger, that ain't DO
III the front of your face."
—Pine Needles.
I- pour sister still in Atlanta?"
-:%ty, that girl ain't still anywhere."

—Ga. Tech. Yellow Jacket
Frosh—"Mamma. can I go out and
play?"
Mamma—"What ! with those holes in
::.ur trousers?"
with the kids across the
-re-t."
A student in one of the correspondence
"Is became angry at his instructor, so
• ,ent him a spit-ball by return mail.
Mrs. Washington: You better watch
-e cherry trees this
morning.
'Ir. Washington: Why so?
--Ins. Washington: Little George has a
king cough,_,
)r. Trettien: "Smoking destroys the
tote tissues of the lungs to that they
-mble those of
smoked ham."
Byers: "That's right, but it lasts
-cr."
“Nly daughter is very clever; she
• ' •,, play the piano in no time.. I notice she does.-

In his class work,
Lawrence Day
Howell, Prince
ton, Litt. B. '13,
E. E. '19, never
heard of marine
applications for
electrical equipment. In fact, they were pm,
ticallv unknown. Yet he now is
in charge of the Marine Section,
Transportation Division, of the
Westinghouse Sales Department,located at New York.
When Howell came from college to the Westinghouse Graduate Students' Course, he had
twelve months of thoroughgoing work in the shops at East
Pittsburgh. Then he decided
he wanted to enter the field
which seemed most undeveloped
HOWILL.L.

"ll'isai.a the Aturr with a
large organization?" That
;, .• hat (o//e& men want to know,
,fir t of dil. The pathos i, he.rt
at. wired Gy the acrionfilishmeott
f tither, with limilar training
,aid like onortuntties. Thi, h
lit of a ierte, of dikes-firmest,
prtrasing the progre,, at Westfighootie of college gradkalei,
.tr the cavil, Jew five—eight

CC

--tell year.

and perhaps most promising
of broad expansion. This was
marine engineering.
Not five per cent of the present opportunities on the water
have been opened for electrification. Yet there is more horsepower, in prime movers, on the
ocean than there is on the land.
In flowed'', undergraduate

days, this field was scarcely
scratched just as radio was not
known to many young engineers
when they were in college. A
college man's opportunities are
not limited to the electrical developments now in existence.
In marine applications an order may assume large proportions. A single installation,
negotiated by Howell recently,
of the newly-developed Dieselelectric drive for a yacht, totaled
$175000. Such sales are not
made overnight. They result
from understanding fully a customer's needs.
To men with the knack of
taking the other fellow's point
of view, a career as Sales Engineer at Westinghouse brings returns in personal satisfaction as
well as in worldly reward.

Westinghouse
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Dickens-Readings by
(INTERCOLLEGIATE
)
,
Famous Impersonator

`-

wesoghousl

Winter Sports Team, 1926

NEWS

Students and faculty members. as %veil
as the general public of ()now. Bangor,
An announcement was made on Janu- and vicinity, will have the privilege of
ary 7, that the general tuition at Bates attending it reading by the greatest imCollege will be advanced from $150 to pers,autvir of the lansius Charles Dickens
$200 a year, effective in September. Sim- living at the present day when Frank
ilar additions will be made in room and Speaight comes to the University 'in
board for women, rothits in the men's Thursday. February 17, to give a series
dormitories, extra courses, lets, and other of readings from the Pickwick Papers.
expenses incidental to the college course.
The presence of Mr. Speaight at Maine
Room and board for women, regard- will lie a distinct hiithor to the University.
less of the dormitory in which they re- for he has preferred to come here rather
side, will be $350 a year. The present than to any other place in the state. alrate is from 1280 to $300 a)ear, the difthough he has been much sought in other
ference being in the location of the room.
towns and cities of Maine.
Room rent in all of the dormitories is
The reading will be conducted under
increased $15 a year, and extra courses
joint auspices of the Contributors'
the
cost $20 apiece instead of $15 as at presClub and the Dickens Fellowship of the
cut.
State of Maine. The former organizaIt is understood that these increases tion
has maintained the policy of bringing
Kelly '26
Scribner '27
Day 27
Turner '26
mere vutisl at the annual meeting of the an
outstanding man of letters to the
Colby ex-'29
Murdock '28
Noyes '29
trustees last year, but no explanation
University once each year, and among the
has been made public. A formal statewell-known literary leaders who have lecfolexpected,
ment from the trustees is
tured
here under its auspices have been
lowing their annual meeting which will
a loan fund ii'r girl Andents. now who
Robert fell down and tore his pants.
Robert
Frost, Carl Sandburg, and Hugii
be held the last Saturday in this month.
His
mother asked: "Did you fall down
went
to
the
A.
A.
U.
W.
play
last
year
Walpole. all among the greatest living
in
your
good pants, Robert?"
American writers. The Dickens Fellowwill agree that it was worth while and
Robert: "Ves'm; I didn't have time to
The cost of college education is going ship is made up of lovers of Dickens in
—'
will ma want to miss it this year.
take them off."—Ariz.ona Kittykat.
up at Dartmouth. The new Dartmouth all parts of the state. The joining of
The
University
of
Maine
Branch
of
the
College catalogue issued last Saturday., forces of the two organizations to bring
set the average cost ui a year in the col- Mr. Speaight here would seem to assure American Association of University
lege at $1650. The catalogue issued a the success of the venture beyond any Women is to present Booth Tarkington's
This season treat 3.oarself to a
year ago placed the estimate at §1400.
reasonable doubt.
play "The Intimate Stranger," Wednesday evening, January 19, in the Town
John E. Rogers, of Wv.stburu, Mass., be were financial, inasmuch as the rush- flail. There will be a dance following,
It will save you dollars in the long run and keep you
who Was 1oled into a tie for the cap- ing period is lengthened.
which the girl students have permission
taincy of the Colby football team next
better dressed, all along the way
I El MOW) Blom NG OPPOSE!)
to attend. The cast is an all-faculty one.
fall at the last meeting of the letter men,
Also
The principal objection voiced against The leading parts are filled by Mr. Matleft college last Monday, probably for the
DOBB'S HATS
BOSTONIAN SHOES
rest of the year at least, due to his preferential bidding was that it created thews and Miss Bancroft; the juvenile
an "aristocracy of fraternities," meaning
father's illness.
leads by Miss Perkins and Mr. Eckert ;
"HERE EXCLUSIVELY"
.
The effect which this may have un the that those fraternities that have the best
comedy parts by Professors Zeitler and
captaincy of the gridiron squad is prob- houses, are the oldest, or are the most
lematical. Rogers and John N. Erick- active on the campus, have an enormous Janzen, Miss Tucker and Miss Williams.
The proceeds of this play are to raise
son of Newburypurt, all Maine quarter- advantage over the less active and younger
of
fraternities.
number
received
a
like
each
back,
The trend of the discussion scented to
votes at the election of a captain for next
season's team and there was much con- point toward a cut-throat, but regulated
cern over the method by which the tic system. The outstanding example of
would be broken, as it was generally con- this system is Illinois. The Illinois Interceded that there would nut be two cap- fraternity Council governs the making of
rushing dates through a card system.
tains.
The possibility of his loss to the team These cards contain the entire rushing
next year will make it necessary for the schedule of every nishee on the campus.
coach to make plans for using another They are filled out and placed in the
man at the right half station where Rog- hands of a member of the faculty, who is
ers has played during the past canmaigu instructed to give out the information
they contain to anyone interested.
as an interfering back.
A ode of rushing ethics has been
St
Deferred rushing, deferred bidding, drawn up with a list of penalties for
The penalties are inflicted by
and preferential bidding, their advantages viola I
and disadvantages, were the chief topics a six-man disciplinary committee of the
of discussion at the National Undergrad- council.
A large number of schools operate
uate Inter fraternity Conference held at
the llotel Pennsylvania, New York City, their rushing on an honor system very
sintilar to ci•mmon examination liginor
Nuvumber 20 and 27.
The result of a survey in this regard sy stems. Fvery fraternity man is honconducted by the Daily Illini showed that iir-ht.Und by oath to repiwt any violation
out of 50 universities and colleges ques- of rules and every fraternity is honortioned 17 were using a deferred rushing liound to adhere to the rules.
system and only four of these were satMANN' Tories DiscUssEli
isfied. Of the total number included in
the survey 42 reported that their system
Wier tg,pics oi discussion were: Coor lack of sy stem was entirely unsatis- operating buying by
fraternities, standing
iactury and only eight reported complete riimminees and their duties,
standardiz,•r. es en partial satisfaction.
ing the training of fraternity freshmen,
intramurals, and booklets for incoming
l• ol.'k Ut I:STANDING SY STLNIS
reslunen.
The four outstanding systems of the
The Natilinal Undergraduate Interfracountry Weill to be Minnesota, Leland :,..rnity Conference is a subsidiary body
stallion!, Lehigh, and Swarthmore. The • the Inter fraternity Conference, chose
successful systems seem to depend on a ,ighteeoth session took place at the same
freshman men's dormitory, thus in the ti ael at the same time. The Nati,mal
,pittion of the conference a deterred Undergraduate Council is composed of
rushing system was deemed impractical representatives from inter fraternity. cumiior a chool %k ithout a freshman dormi- n's of the leading schools of the country.
tor). The main objections to such a sysused to have to go easy
—Ohio Lantern.
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ORONO RESTAURANT
flat e
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eat

Lunches put up
to take out

Lime made
Pastry

Reasonable Prices
MILL STREET
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FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

BROCKWAY'S FLOWER,SHOPPE
13 L'ENtiutt. Si., BANGOR, ME.
I

I .11'i/tar/Sid

A/irl'hire

Discount to I. of Al. Students

THE UNDEBOAR
G.

Made in'London
"THE PIPE THAT CLEANS ITSELF"
SOLD BY
A. King
Orono, Maine

with my morning smokes ...
for fear of that 'heavy feeling'
or that morning .tongue-tickle'.
.
,But that was before I met 0. G.
"Here's a cigarette
as easy on the throat as a
Scotchtnan on his wallet.
Yet with all the punch a
he-man smoker hankers for.

2Ofor154
Plus tux

"Smoke'em early.. smoke 'em late.
They're 0.K. all the way ..
without a K.O.to tongue or throat."

OLD GOLD
It's the Smooth
The Produ,t

1.1 (Nett t alltus.:O.,E$. 1760 40110

Cigarette
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OLD GOLD is so friendly
to my tongue and throat
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SUGGESTED APPROAC it

ed ii there are two Varsity teams." if
really an objection, this can be obviated
by changing the •rules to bring about the
award of letters by the vote of the squad
or by other criteria; or else a general insignia may be awarded to the whole squad
and ‘arsity letters only .to seniors, letters with class numerals being gi“nt to
juniors and sophomores.
9. "Why change the present system?“
Because there is a steadily increasing body
of intelligent opposition to the present
'iltinned from Page Two
situation. E‘idence of commercialism,
DR. LITTLE AuvocAms HOME
featuring of stars, glorification of the
AND HOME FOOTBALL
coach, decrease in loyalty for the institution, wasted time by students in long
traveling team.
trips to games, disruption of teaching
7. "It may be difficult to till the large
schedule, dissatisfaction with are steadily
stadiums and so help to finance them."
of intercollegiate
This objection—commercial if true--- is increasing. Friends
not, I believe serious. The total net re- seating arrangements, "scalping," and
ceipts fur the two games on each Satur- gambling football must change its setting
day is almost certain to he more than for and emphasis or else prepare to see it
one. No financial burden should be in- forced to lose its opportunities by their
unwillingness to face the situation frankcurred.

seniors may be made sources gniitformation exceedingly helpful. Inquire diligently of them regarding the representati‘e fields of work, the characteristics essential to success in each, what the Opportunities are, by what process increased
responsibilities may .come, and what are
the personal satisfactions to be gained.- L.reerrts from an article by L. B.
Roberts of Westinghouse.

Research might be called pioneer work. The essential thing is to gather the
It may involve such lines as metallurgy. facts so that an intelligent decisi.•ii among
metallography, general physics. insulation. the functions may be made.
chemistry, magnetic Work, illuminatitin,
Several suggestions may it..t be out of
a
engineering graduate faced
and radio. From time to time special re- the way. The eminent engineer, John
:Alustry.
searches have to be undertaken, but the Hays Hammond, prepared a little hook
..nie." said the young graduate, fundamental work which proceeds at all entitled "The Engineer.- It is genuinely
health,
•. a mbitious, am in good
times includes researches in heat conduc- helpful. Another publication of interest
inaverage
than
..bably more
tivity, magnetism, insulation. high vacuua, is entitled "Your Vocation." It is a
hat chance have I of "getting metallurgical problems, and mechanics. series of chapters by four eminent engiin the field of engineering?"
The research worker must be in close neers—one in the field of Design, one in
•ir, ninety percent of the execu- harmony with designing and application the field of Application, one in the field of
:his Company, including its vice- engineers. The prime prerequisite, in ad- Selling, and one in the field of Publicity.
its departmental managers, dition to the technical ability necessary, "Popular Research Narratives." a series
'es managers, works managers, is a fundamental interest in the investiga- of short stories of Research, Design, and
....nagers, and engineers entered tive side of scientific work.
Invention, directly from the 'men who
-. ,any directly from the engineerdid
it,' pithily told, is especially valuable
WORKS MANAGEMENT
The engineering world of
to any inclined to technical work. "An
- will be managed by technical
Maim facturing organizations offer op- Autobiography" by Benjamin (;arver
Your opportunities are limit- portunities for technical men who are in- Lamme, is a gold mine for any young
k• your vision, ability, and cour- terested in the field of factory manage- engineer seriously seeking the direction
ment and production. This is the field of into which his own bents and tastes lead
the
"engineering" of men—of human ma- him.
ENGINEER
THE
li E WORK OF
terials as contrasted with the engineering
Much of the advertising by the larger 8. "Too many letters %souk! be awardRe following is a vocational classifi- materials of construction. For success in manufacturing and public utility comcatior. of the major types of engineering this work the requisites are an analytical panies, in the college papers, is exceedingmind, sound judgment, and a profound ly valuable as a source of information
sense of humanity and justice. Some of about engineers and their jobs. The repmercial Engineering
the major lines of factory management resentatives who conic during the Spring
.11•1.lication Engineering
are
storekeeping, which has to do with the of the year from industry to interview
Engineering
Matinee Daily at 2.30
maintenance of requisite stocks of finished
Research Engineering
•
and raw materials; production, which has
Works Management (Production I
to do with the loading of the various
Friday, Jan. 14
NOW OW
plants and sections of plants; scheduling,
Service Engineering (Installation and
Milton Sills in
"
"PARADISE
Maintenance)
which is the correlation of the work of
MARK DOWN
All these apply to both mechanical and many sections; particularly where the finSaturday, Jan. 15
Constance Talmadge in
electrical engineering graduates. Any ished product of one plant or sectitin is
to the raw material of another; and Rate
"DITIIESS OF BUFFALO"
one of them represents a proper field
charexecutive
an
of
work
into
de\ clop
making which has to do with problems of
Monday, Jan. 17
acter.
wage payment.
Elinor Glyn's latest stoty
"LOVE'S BLINDNESS"
COM MERCI AL ENGINEERING
Commercial Engineering offers a field
of aried opportunity for the young man
‘iith engineering ability, marked social
instinct, and a personality commanding
o.ntiilence and inspiring respect. A comli,ercial engineer must know the gtiodS
are manu\ hilt he is selling, how they
factured. their design, the materials, and
the wirkmanship entering into the oin-truction, as well as the performance. Ile
reTUtlq know their applications and the
quirements of their users. He must be
UNIVERSITY PRESS
al:le to speak the language of the trade
CAMPUS
dli which he is dealing. lie must have
is
work
important
for
,
resourcefulness
fruipicntly done on the spur of the mo!Tam. He must continually devise new
s oi finding business. presenting pri.
po.als and of making friends. He must
he a persuasive talker. be logical. honest.
truthful. Tact and ability to coop\lain
:.t, plus open mindedness are essential.

CbEACRE

Miller & Webster Co.

Nights,

stat hug at 7.00 P.M.

Tuesday, Jan. 18
A Cecil DeMille Production
"EVE'S LEAVES"
Wed., Thurs., Jan. 19-20
Eddie Cantor in
A Florenz Ziegfield production
"KID BOOTS"

FRATERNITY
PRINTING

•

H. A. Mitchell

APPLICATION
The Application Ellgilleer WI irks up en..lineerint; proposals 4m negotiations and
L!..es into the field to assist salesmen. I le
is essentially a Consulting Engineer fir
his customers. It is his duty to sec that
the apparatus specified is correct as to
application and representative of the best
engineering practice. The application engineer, in addition to his engineering ability, must possess commercial instinct. nmst
be a convincing talker, and must be able
to present engineering arguments with the
force and personality necessary to insure.
confidence.
The application engineer furnishes the
design engineer the requirements as to
capacity, size, and function of the apparatus for a specified service. His activities
may pertain to the generation, transmission, and distribution of power, electritication of railroad, ship propulsion, and the
use of electricity on board Naval and
Merchant ships, coal and metal mines.
steel,. textile, and cement mills, electrochemistry, electrometallurgy, metal and
‘‘ood working, etc.

Fruit, Confectionery
and Smokes
Ice Cream and Punch for
Banquets
WHOLESALE & RETAIL

This is a Bank
worthy of your
Confidence and
eager for your

The apple that
rocked the earth
'I wonder why?''

Patronage.

DESIGN
The engineer who conceiYes the idea of
the machine and makes the calculations in% oly ed. and who is responsible for the performance of the finished products is called
a Designer in the sense in which the term
is used in industry. His work is to create, formulating his ideas into designs.
and supervising the fabrication of the materials into the finished Product. After a
line of apparatus has been completed, the
design engineer's responsibility has not
ended, lie must make changes to correct
troubles and keep the apparatus up to
date. He must initiate and carry through
new developments to keep abreast of the
times. The young man who would succeed in machinery design first must ha‘e
a strong liking for construction—genuine pleasure in making things—and, second. a desire to know and to know thoroughly. Ile must have analytical ability'
and then have the vision and courage to
act on the conclusions reached by hitt
study.

1—.71
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In Isaac Newton's mind that question clamored for an answer. Many men had seen apples
IA, but this man with the question mark mind
found out why they fall—and his answer has
helped us to understand the workings of a
universe.
Would that we all could get a bite of that
apple it' it would inspire us too with the "I
wonder why" attitude!
Intellectual curiosity is a great and moving
force. It mobilizes reluctant facts. It is the
stern drill-master which whips into shape that
most invincible of armies—sure knowledge.
Curiosity, with the will to sweat out the
answer, is the greatest asset you can acquire in
your college course. This attribute is needed
by industry today more than ever before.

Makers of the Nation's Telephones
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Diamond and Grid Schedules for
1927 Are Announced
—aa—
and
Threc ganws each with liatv,,
Bowdoin have been slated, while all four
of the New England Conference teams
vvill be faced. Tufts is the only- out-ofstate team which will be seen in action at
Orono, the other four home games being
with the Maine teams. Bates plays here
in two games. The first in each series
with the Maine teams is an exhibition
game, and will have no bearing on the
state championship light.
Two Southern trips have been planned,
one in April calling for games with Mass.
Aggies, Brown, Conn. Aggies and Rhode
Island State on successive day's and the
other in May taking in New I lampshire,
Harvard, and Bowdoin. This means that
Coach Brice will have to dig up a couple
of extra pitchers to help out Hap Crozier,
who at present is the only veteran available, to bear some of the burden. It is
out of the question to expect one hurler
to pitch 16 games in a little over a mmonth.
seven of them on four-game and threegame trips. Probably there has never
been a better chalice for sonic now unknown "dark horse" to practice up some
hooks and curves and win sonic lame to
hand down to his children than will exist
this spring.
The schedule for the 1927 season announced by Professor Kent is as follows:
1'ivitscrv BASEHALL SCHEDCLE--1927
Apr. 19 Colby at Waterville (exhibition)
Apr. 23 Bates at Orono (exhibition)
Apr. 26 Massachusetts Aggies at Amherst
Apr. 27 Brown at Providence
Apr. 28 Connecticut Aggies at Storrs
Apr. 29 Rhode Island at Kingston
May 4 Colby at Orono
May 10 Bates at Lewiston
May 11 Bowdoin at Brunswick
(exhibition)
May 13 Bates at Orono
May 16 New Hampshire at Durham
May 17 Harvard at Cambridge
May 18 Bowdoin at Brunswick
May 21 Tufts at Orono
May 25 Bowdoin at Oruno
May 28 Colby at Waterville
oottneted from
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Berlin and the University of Bologna.
pended for a day.
was expected, but the proceeds though
On Tuesday evening. January 11, Pro- Italy. His major subject was comparaThe Law College would have no diffismall will help toward work in North
culty in electing a "Queen" at Nlimich. fessor Zeitler, under the auspices of the tive Philology with minors in the RoEvery other student is registered in law Council of Religious Education for Brew- mance languages and classics. Subse- Hall. Miss Green, Miss Neally, Mi..
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quently he entered the American Consu- The Troubadours furnished the
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courses are in that college.
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! Institute of Radio Engineers at New York
Nichols' Drug Store - - - - Orono, Maine
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City. January 10, 11, and 12.
•
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Faculty Gives Lectures
And Attends Meetings

There will be a meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in
23 Lord Ilall at 7 P.M. Thursday. January 13. A film on phases of telephone
r umtinued from Page Oise)
ommunication together with !
Returning Student Tells of Life at and radio et
two or three interesting speakers will
German Universities
grace the program.
non and is ready to specialize in one subject. According to university rules, he
may take broadening subjects during the
first year at Munich, but he receives no
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University life in Munich is not marred
at S3.00
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.
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on the campus
IN ANY group of regular fellows, you'll find
Prince Albert. It belongs. It speaks the language. You get what we mean the minute you
tamp a load of this wonderful tobacco into the
bowl of your jimmy-pipe and make fire with
a match.
Cool as a northeast bedroom. Sweet as a
note from the Girl of Girls. Fragrant as a woodland trail. Prince Albert never bites your tongue
or parches your throat, no matter how fast you
feed it. You'll smoke pipe-load on pipe-load
with never a regret.
Buy a tidy red tin of P. A. today. Throw
back the hinged lid and breathe deeply of that
real tobacco aroma. Then . . . tuck a neat
wad into the business-end of your jimmy-pipe
and light up. Now you have it . . . that
taste! That's Prince Albert, Fellows!
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Canadian C.C. M. Model D Olympia Tube Skate
with best Canadian Shoes
$12.50
l'his skate used by 90, of professional hockey players
NORTHLAND RACING or JUMPING SKIIS
HOCKEY STICKS,$2.00, $1.50 & $1.00
MODEL C SKII HARNESS, $3.25
MODEL B SKI! HARNESS,$2.75
SPECIAL RACING SNOWSHOES, $5.50
I his shoe Wade csioeCtaii) tor ti-'
Ilandsplit. handshaved bows.
Special tilling guaranteed nut In•.1;..;
20', Discount to College Students

MINGE ALBERT
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